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Handmade carpet
A decorative carpet for your lobby, rooms, lounge bar, meeting room.

Stocked Collection
Choose a carpet from our stocked collection. Large 

sizes or small sizes, delivery in 2 weeks.

Custom-made carpets 
Reimagine our collection with your colors, sizes, 
and shapes, or we can create a custom design. 

Delivery time of 16 weeks.
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Collection Fusion & Windsor.
A carpet or rug for stairs, offices, corridors, restaurants, high-traffic areas.

Carpet or Fusion carpet 
Printed carpets and rugs with a custom design. 

Choose from curly polyamide, luxurious faux silk, 
or wool. Easy to install, delivery in 6 weeks after 

design approval.

Carpet or Windsor carpet
Carpets and rugs in wool and polyamide (80/20) 
with a custom design. Easy to install, delivery in 

6-8 weeks (minimum quantity of 50m²).
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Faux Silk Carpet or Rug
These collections in Polyamide are an alternative 

to delicate viscose. Soft and glossy qualities. 
Various colors and densities, delivery in 6 weeks.

Woolly Carpet or Rug
Collections in New Zealand wool with different 
structures. Very natural qualities. Various colors 

and densities, delivery in 6 weeks.

Faux Silk or Woolly Collection
An easy-to-maintain, solid-colored carpet or rug with industrial production.
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ABOUT US 25 YEARS

Founded in 1999 by Fiona 
De Witte, ANGELO is 
a Belgian brand. The 
ANGELO collection offers 
an extensive range of 
handmade carpets, 
predominantly hand-
knotted, handwoven, and 
tufted. Additionally, it 
includes industrial-grade 
qualities. The company 
has built its international 
reputation based on high quality, innovative 
spirit, and originality. The collections are 
designed for high-end residential and hotel 
projects.

CUSTOM PROJECTS

Our dedicated team offers you the 
opportunity to create your unique and 
exclusive carpet. You have the chance to 
reinvent our classics with your colors, sizes, 
and shapes, or we can create your own 
design. As specialists in customization, our 
dedicated team will guide you throughout the 
entire project, from material selection to color 
choices, from the initial concept to installation. 

STOCKED COLLECTIONS

A wide range of high-end carpets and rugs, 
also available in stock, with fast deliveries.
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Tufted wool carpet - Signature Mauricio Sbarbaro - Distributed by Casa Liza
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Tufted wool and silk carpet, Design Dodeca

Tufted carpet in plant-based silk - Annapurna BS with a special shape
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The Wabi Sabi style (侘侘), for a natural 
aesthetic with the use of natural materials.
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Craving a luxurious decor? Plant-based silk 
or woven PET, tufted pattern, hand-knotted 
wool and bamboo silk carpet with or without 
a pattern.
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Immerse yourself in the enchanting world of natural wool carpets, where authentic beauty 
and softness come together. Each fiber, carefully selected, tells a story of exceptional quality 
and craftsmanship.
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Explore the unique sensation beneath your feet, where each texture offers a different tactile 
experience, awakening your senses with every step.
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Let’s create printed patterns for high-traffic spaces. We customize our solutions based on your 
moodboard.
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Choose from an extensive palette of colors and textures the ideal carpet or rug for your 
restaurant project. Easy-care qualities ensure the durability of your choice.
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Discover a range of carpets or rugs offering different 
qualities to meet your comfort requirements.
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Choose the ideal stair carpet, combining aesthetics and acoustic comfort.
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We only have one chance to make a first impression! 
Choose your carpet carefully.
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Whether for an indoor or outdoor carpet (OUTDOOR), we use these recycled materials as 
part of our social and environmental responsibility.
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Whether for professional offices or for the 
home, opt for elegant carpets or rugs.
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+3256206106
sales@angelorugs.com
www.angelorugs.com

P1 : Batik (Bastide Bourrelly A. Di Francesco @rocknbrides Conception Une maison douce et The big deco theory), p2 (Namib ER48 and Pouf Beige, Delhi project 
ConceptionBelvedere_studio PhotoCredit @studio_jezequel, Majestic Chanel Gstaad, Siena 680 Hotel 5* Botanic Sanctuary Antwerp, Louvre Hotel 5* Les Roches Blanches 

Photo Didier Delmas), p3 (Windsor Hotel 5* Chateau des Alpilles, Windsor Courtlands 5* Relais & Châteaux), p4 (Pax 5* Botanic Sanctuary, WDAF Golf Ravenstein, Pax 
Courtlands Credit photo Ellie Tsatsou Studio design by Meraki, Batik Bastide de Bourrelly A. Di Francesco @rocknbrides, Woolly 5* Les Suites de la Potinière), p10 (Louvre 

5* Les Roches Blanches, Heritage 5* Domaine Louise Gigaro Crédit photo Serge Angeloni), p11 (Majestic 5* Botanic Sanctuary), p12 (Mic mac Credit photo Venotti), p13 (Cozy 
Credit Moyo Interior), p15 ( Honey Goûts & couleurs, Pax 5* Botanic Antwerp), p18 (Louvre 5* Les Roches Blanches Credit photo Didier Delmas), p21 (Tencella Credit Adequat, 

Pax 5* Courtands credit Ellie Tsatsou), p25 (Stella Credit Plaisir du jardin, Piazza Credit VDecor), p26 (Pax Cider), p27 (dp Credit Bataille), p28 Pouf Tourbillon

Follow us on instagram
to see our new developments


